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QUESTION 1
MedLabML is a startup firm that moves patient data between different care providers to provide a "single patient view".
They use a B2B system to exchange electronic business document with their key suppliers. They are seeking your
advice about standards to review for improving their message-level security.
Which standard or API would you recommend they read?
A. SAML 1.1
B. Web Service Interoperability Technology
C. XML Signature
D. SSL
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 2
Upper management has announced a change in a company\\'s primary hardware supplier for the next year, the timing
of this change coincides with key purchases that line of business department has to make in support of its Java EE
application upgrade/redesign project.
You are asked to help outline a strategy to preserve the project timeline and keep hardware training costs contained.
Which recommendation will you make?
A. Add new hardware to create a heterogeneous environment.
B. Request another year of sales and support with the existing vendor.
C. Request more time to consider the total cost of change to your project and to modify your budget.
D. Use new hardware on the web tier and redeploy existing hardware to the other tiers.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 3
A travel company re-architects its application from a two-tier to a three-tier architecture. To see what impact the new
architecture has on its non-functional requirements (NFR), the company intends to build a prototype based on the new
architecture.
The company compares the NFR metrics associated with the new prototype against the metrics from their original twotier solution.
Which option is an advantage of the original two-tier solution?
A. It has better availability because it has fewer single points of failure.
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B. It has better manageability because each client has its own copy of the application. 100% Real QandAs | 100% Real
Pass
C. It has better performance because each client must use its own set of domain objects.
D. It has better scalability because each client can access the database independently of other clients.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 4
Your CMC wants to move several web based search applications to an AJAX model, hoping to improve user
engagement with a browser experience that feels smaller and more responsive.
Which identifies a drawback to consider when adopting an AJAX model to improve user experience?
A. Maintaining current performance could require more hardware.
B. Maintaining accessibility across clients may require more development.
C. Maintaining security within the page could be more difficult.
D. Maintaining page navigability for users would have to be re-evaluated.
E. Maintaining a scalable system could require redesigning applications.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 5
You are the operations architect for a large online retailer. During peak times, your set of monitored applications exhibits
non-reproducible errors. The data center is growing at 50% per annum, while your team headcount remains constant.
Which method would you use to implement an affective monitoring strategy?
100% Real QandAs | 100% Real Pass
A. Use the Visitor pattern to collect per-JVM statistics and store them centrally.
B. Use the Strategy pattern to encapsulate collection logic for each JVM.
C. Use the Thread Tracker to monitor the JVMs directly.
D. Use the Observer pattern to monitor each JVM directly.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 6
A company manufactures widgets for sale to distribution. Distributors call this company when they want to order more
widgets. The company wants the distributors to send orders using XML documents over the Internet to reduce the
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number of data entry personnel needed. It has no control over the distributors technologies. The company does not
want the Orders to impact the performance of other users. You have been assigned the task of designing a new API.
Which method do you use?
A. Design the API as a Java Message Service (JMS) queue.
B. Design the API as an Remote Method Invocation (RMI) interface.
C. Design the API as a synchronous web service.
D. Design the API as an asynchronous web service.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 7
Your company requires all its developers to use a well-specified set of exception classes to model several common
error conditions, many of the which are specific to its business. These exception classes are centrally maintained and
come packaged in a library (a JAR file). The application you are developing needs to report a number of error conditions
covered by this library to remote clients.
Which paring of component type and remote access technology enables client applications to use the predefined
exceptions as part of their natural programming model?
A. Servlet accessed using HTTP
B. Entity bean accessed using web services
C. Stateless session bean accessed using Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
D. Message-driven bean accessed using Java Message Service (JMS) queue
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 8
You are the architect for a patient management system with an HTMLUI. Currently, it is used by ward nurses who
access the system using dockable tablet computers. The application uses the HttpSession object to store information. In
phase two of the implementation, nurses will also have access through smart phones. These phones will use a native
client rather than HTML, and will access the same business logic using a Web service.
Which two are optimal methods to manage conversational state in the new version of the system?
A. The HTML UI and native clients both use HttpSession objects.
B. The HTML UI and native clients both use stateful session beans.
C. The HTML UI and native clients both use stateless session beans.
D. The HTML UI uses an HttpSession object, native clients create a session management object.
E. The HTML UI and native clients both use singleton beans.
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Correct Answer: BD

QUESTION 9
Which two statements are true about security strategies at the message level?
A. Messages are secured during transport and after arrival at their destination 100% Real QandAs | 100% Real Pass
B. Each portion of a compound message is secured.
C. SSL is required to ensure authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality.
D. Message attachments are secured without the need for a dedicated API.
E. Security is dependent on the application environment or the transport protocol.
Correct Answer: AD

QUESTION 10
You are the architect at ACME, a large a large global retailer of festival and holiday accessories. ACME wants to launch
a new shopping portal for the holiday shopping session, allowing two months from project inception to going live. The
portal must contain in-house and third-party stock to attack customers.
Fast response times are also critical so users remain engaged and sticky to the portal.
What would you recommend to the ACME project team to deliver this project?
A. Access all third party content using JSONP to dynamically load it from the browser.
B. Access as much content with bulk-loading as possible; use JSONP to access the remainder.
C. Access all content regardless of source using the HTML 5 XML parsing capabilities of the browser
D. Access all third party content using JSON to dynamically load it from the browser.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 11
Which two statements are true about the timer service of a business component container?
A. Timed notifications for all types of session beans can be scheduled by using this service.
B. When the server is shut down, the timer is persisted automatically and becomes active again when the server is
restarted.
C. Each instance of message driven beans has unique timers.
D. When stateful session bean instance is removed, the container detaches the timers associated with the instance and
allocates them to the new instance.
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E. When a transaction is rolled hark, the timer creation within the transaction is also rolled back.
Correct Answer: BE

QUESTION 12
You have been tasked with improving the availability of an existing three tier application.
What is your first stop in evaluating what changes should be made to the architecture to achieve the goal?
A. Monitor network traffic between tiers.
B. Separate presentation from business logic.
C. Identify and document all single points of failure.
D. Cluster the presentation tier without session replication.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 13
An online library wants to introduce a feature where an email notification is generated whenever a book becomes
available for circulation. This notification must be sent to only those members who have expressed interest in that book.
Which design pattern would you use to implement this requirement?
A. Observer
B. Payload Extractor
C. Asynchronous Resource Integrator
D. Web Service Broker
E. Service Starter
Correct Answer: A
100% Real QandAs | 100% Real Pass

QUESTION 14
Which two actions limit the consequences of a network based attack?
A. Implementing the principle of least privilege
B. Installing a firewall at the outer boundary of your systems
C. Placing Internet-accessible servers in a demilitarized zone
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D. Deploying a single sign-on system to provide system-wide authorization
E. Allowing application servers privileged access to all databases
Correct Answer: BE

QUESTION 15
You are implementing an online music that will store and play a user\\'s collection of songs. You want users to rate their
songs and view the top songs from friends. All queries must complete in four seconds or less.
Which approach would meet the response time requirement with minimal overhead?
A. Java class that uses JDBC with embedded SQL
B. Java class that uses an optimized stored procedure
C. JPA entity class with a lazy fetching strategy
D. JPA entity class with an eager fetching strategy
Correct Answer: B
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